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Introduction 
 
This technical report summarizes the analyses and findings of work accomplished to date by FXM 
Associates and KJS Associates1 assessing demand for freight ferry service from the Port of New 
Bedford/Fairhaven to regional markets, and in development of a practical operating plan to service 
that demand over the next several years.  As stated in the Request for Proposals for the New Bedford 
Ferry Terminal Project: 
 

“The City of New Bedford Harbor Development Commission (HDC) plans to develop a 
multi-purpose, intermodal water transportation facility for regional, national and international 
ferry needs as well as local water taxis, tourist and historic vessel berthing.  Eventually, the 
New Bedford Ferry Terminal will be an integral part of the City’s proposed Intermodal 
Transportation Center, which will include the MBTA commuter rail station, all local and 
intercity buses, parking and a waterfront trolley.” (August, 1998) 

 
This memorandum specifically addresses the demand for and operating parameters of a “quick start” 
terminal at State Pier in New Bedford to serve truck and freight movements to Nantucket and 
Martha’s Vineyard Islands.  It addresses the logic and historical context for state, local and regional 
public purpose objectives and concerns that can be served by such a facility.  Drawing upon market 
demand, cost and revenue data developed by the Woods Hole, Martha’s Vineyard & Nantucket 
Steamship Authority (SSA) and its independent consultants, the report puts forward a draft operating 
plan that can reasonably respond to the objectives and concerns of the communities of New 
Bedford/Fairhaven (to stimulate opportunities for capturing off-Cape purchases of goods); Barnstable 
and Falmouth (to limit truck movements, without adversely affecting existing jobs); as well as 
Nantucket and Martha’s Vineyard (to have no adverse effect on the costs of goods sold, nor to impose 
deficits on SSA operations).   
 

                                                      
1 FXM and KJS are part of a consultant team headed by Fay, Spofford & Thorndike, Inc., Engineers, and 
including the Cecil Group (circulation and site plan) and Heaney-Edelstein (organizational and funding plan).  
This memorandum addresses only market and operating aspects of the “quick start” facility being developed at 
State Pier. 
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Briefly, the market assessment identifies cargoes that can be diverted from the existing Cape Cod 
ports to New Bedford with little effect on overall time of transit from mainland wholesaling points to 
island destinations.  The draft operating plan proposes a vessel routing schedule that imposes 
minimal incremental costs over current operations of the SSA by employing the underutilized 
capacity of existing SSA vessels (or future ones required to service growth from all ports).  The draft 
plan calls for streamlined landside operations (based on those successfully managed by the 
Washington State Ferry System) under control of the City of New Bedford (HDC).  Further, the draft 
operating plan responds to concerns of island shippers and businesses to allow earlier and more 
frequent morning deliveries than now permitted by the restricted operating schedules and limited 
capacity out of the Cape ports.  In subsequent refinements -- presumed to occur through detailed 
discussions with SSA personnel, existing and prospective shippers and businesses serving the islands, 
and the affected communities -- the draft plan can be developed to assure that specific shippers or 
other businesses are not adversely affected by routing through New Bedford, and that the businesses 
that could most save costs (ultimately to be passed to island consumers) by utilizing a New Bedford 
freight facility are given the opportunity to do so. 
 
Following this Introduction, the report includes a Project Goals and Objectives section, including 
background and highlights of the relevant studies conducted over the past three years; Freight Ferry 
Service to the Islands, which documents specific key findings of prior research bearing on this 
demand and operating analysis, including comments on the recent potential operating scenarios put 
forward by the SSA (February 5, 1999, Press Release); Demand Analysis for a New Bedford 
Freight Ferry, which discusses commodity flow patterns, the CSI freight diversion model, and 
diversion estimates developed for this study; and an Operating Scenario which puts forth a fully 
achievable plan for the short run, as well as possibilities for improvements as operating experience is 
gained by all parties 
 
Project Goals and Objectives 
 
Over the past year – and for the first time in memory – no ocean-going cargo was loaded or off-
loaded at the Port of New Bedford.  The reasons are many and complex, but can be reduced to two 
essential conditions reflective of the marine cargo industry worldwide: 1) only the largest ports 
provide the water depths, efficient cargo handling machinery and equipment, warehousing and 
storage capacity to attract regularly scheduled liner service and containerized cargoes; and 2) niche 
markets for specialized bulk and other cargoes come and go with changing world market, political, 
and regulatory conditions, and require aggressive and opportunistic marketing efforts to capture as an 
individualized business prospect.  They also require adequate depth of water, competitive cargo 
handling capabilities, and adequate backland storage and/or specialized holding facilities (refrigerated 
warehouse of sufficient size, for example).  The conditions for success in either regard are not now 
met in New Bedford. 
 
To regain the economic benefits of handling ocean freight in New Bedford, an intermediate and 
longer-term strategy for marketing and facilities development needs to evolve.  Experts generally 
concede that the State Pier is not now, nor likely will be even with expensive rehabilitation, the 
logical and cost effective location for handling ocean going vessels carrying containerized or break 
bulk cargoes.  Sustainable water depths, working pier offloading aprons, backland and rail access 
possibilities appear at this time to be much more favorable in New Bedford’s North Terminal area, 
other factors notwithstanding (such as competition with current or prospective new water-dependent 
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uses for land, facilities, and funding).  The longer-term strategy needs to look towards this area for 
handling ocean-going cargoes. 
 
In contrast to the immediate prospects for handling ocean going container and bulk freight, the 
potential for State Pier to accommodate realistic and foreseeable market driven demand for freight 
destined for Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket (as well as other roll-on/roll-off freight potential, not 
addressed in this memorandum) is being actively developed.  Since cargoes destined to the islands are 
largely consumer goods and building materials delivered by the truckload, the prospects for the New 
Bedford area to realize economic benefits include major opportunities in wholesaling and landside 
distribution (though less in actual cargo handling than for ocean freight).  Only a small portion 
(roughly 10 percent) of the freight destined to the islands is wholesaled on Cape Cod.  If the New 
Bedford area were to capture the wholesaling and distribution activity (now extant elsewhere in New 
England and New York) in similar proportion to that now taking place in Hyannis, for example, the 
local area economy would realize $50-75 million in new wholesale business, supporting 125-150 full-
time equivalent jobs.   
 
In the context of servicing demand to the islands, the State Pier in New Bedford provides commercial 
users with excellent access for trucks to Southeast Massachusetts’s freeway system; a well-protected 
pier with adequate depth for all ferry operations; and available waterfront and marshalling space for 
vessel and truck operations.  There is, in addition, a strong local, state, and federal commitment to 
support feasible economic development projects in New Bedford. 
 
Not only are New Bedford’s objectives for further development of its working port (which currently 
supports over $650 million in annual economic activity) advanced by the prospects of freight service 
to the islands, but so too are the objectives and needs of the current Cape ports (Hyannis and Woods 
Hole) – who see no economic benefit of expanding freight-carrying capacity or truck movements 
through their residential and commercial streets (not a problem on New Bedford’s working 
waterfront).  Finally, the need to service growth in freight movements forecast for Nantucket and 
Martha’s Vineyard warrants that a solution outside the existing Cape ports, and facilitating New 
Bedford’s objectives for economic development, can be advantageous to these parties.  The principal 
concern of residents of Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket is that the service of their demands for 
freight not impose additional costs to island residents for goods (presumably, over what they would 
otherwise pay for expanded service out of the Cape ports), nor put island-based businesses at 
competitive disadvantage.   
 
It has been primarily out of concern to establish both the magnitude and potential costs of servicing 
growth on the islands that the Woods Hole, Martha’s Vineyard & Nantucket Steamship Authority has 
undertaken several studies in recent years, which now bear on the purpose, need, and feasibility of 
freight ferry service from New Bedford.  The relevance of these studies’ key points to this market 
assessment and operating plan are summarized in the subsequent section.  For readers interested in 
the fuller historical context, the following synopses of the SSA’s process and study products are 
offered: 
 
• In 1996, the SSA commissioned KJS Associates and FXM Associates to conduct an independent 

analysis of historical trends in passenger, auto, and truck traffic to Nantucket and Martha’s 
Vineyard, and to prepare a statistical model to aid in the forecast of future traffic.  The trend 
analysis covered 30 years of historical data from the SSA, as well as economic and demographic 
information specific to Nantucket and Martha’s Vineyard from the U.S. Department of 
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Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, beginning in 1969.  The forecasts were prepared on 
the basis of the 30-year trend line, as well as the estimates of future population and employment - 
determined to be the key predictors of traffic - prepared by the Nantucket Planning and Economic 
Development Commission (NP&EDC) and the Martha’s Vineyard Commission.  Professional 
staff of the NP&EDC, the Martha’s Vineyard Commission, and the towns of Barnstable and 
Falmouth participated in all aspects of the independent consultant study.  Public informational 
meetings were held in Nantucket, Martha’s Vineyard, Barnstable, and Woods Hole, to report the 
results of the study and to solicit additional community comments.  The forecasts adopted by the 
SSA for freight to Nantucket and Martha’s Vineyard are slightly below the 30-year trend line, and 
well below the trend of the past five years.  Nevertheless, they indicate that the SSA would need to 
add at least one additional vessel and expand service and capacity to meet the 30 percent growth 
projected in freight traffic by 2005.  The actual volume of traffic forecast for Nantucket, a 38 
percent increase, will be exceeded prior to 2005, barring an economic catastrophe not seen over 
the past 30 years (including two major and two minor recessions). 

 
• Owing in large part to persistent complaints by truckers and businesses on Nantucket that SSA 

freight service from Hyannis was inadequate, in 1997 the SSA commissioned a further study by 
KJS Associates, with FXM Associates as subcontractor, to conduct a survey of all major shippers 
to Nantucket and Martha’s Vineyard.  The study was to determine types and frequencies of 
commodities and trucks, the adequacy of reservation and stand-by policies and service, the 
geographic origins and values of commodities moved, and the cost to shippers from points of 
origin to points of destination.  Among the study’s findings were that a) 80 percent of all 
commodities originated (wholesale) off Cape Cod, and that the overland portion of these 
movements would be better served by an off-Cape port elsewhere in Southeastern Massachusetts; 
b) for the sum of all commodities moved, the cost of an SSA ticket and associated waiting time to 
truckers was no more than 1 percent of the wholesale value of commodities carried; and c) in 
order to meet the forecast demand, the SSA would have to add at least one additional freight 
vessel, and expand the capacity of its existing fleet.   

 
• Following the KJS/FXM freight study, an internal evaluation by SSA staff concluded that New 

Bedford would be the most suitable general location for expanding freight service capacity from a 
mainland location.  Also in 1997, the SSA and Barnstable signed an agreement which provides in 
part that the SSA will work toward the development of an off-Cape freight terminal for 
Nantucket-bound trucks originating off-Cape. 

 
• In June 1998, the SSA commissioned Cambridge Systematics to conduct an independent study of 

the impact of freight ferry operations from New Bedford on the cost of goods sold on Nantucket 
and Martha’s Vineyard.  The study’s major findings were reported at an SSA Governors’ and 
public meeting on December 17, 1998, and are as follows: 

 
1. The growth curve projected by KJS has already been exceeded due to strong island 

economies in the 1990s.  Nantucket faces at least a 38 percent increase in truck movements 
by 2005, and the SSA is already operating at capacity for carrying freight to Nantucket. 

2. The increment of cost to the retail price of goods sold on the islands of diverting one-third of 
all freight to New Bedford would be under 0.35 percent in all tested cases.  This strategy 
would handle the projected growth in freight demand through 2005, and represents the most 
cost-effective New Bedford-based operational strategy for the SSA.  This assumes year-round 
service in New Bedford in response to the findings of the shipper preference surveys. 
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3. While the increment of cost to shippers of New Bedford-based service would range from 12 
to 40 percent (worst case), the cost of ferry transportation represents only 0.8 percent of the 
retail price of goods sold on the islands.  Thus, while marginal change in the cost of this last 
leg of the trip is significant to the shipper, it results in very small change in the ultimate retail 
price of products sold on the islands. 

4. It is estimated that the cost of goods wholesaled in the New Bedford area averages 2.9 
percent less than comparable goods sold in Massachusetts as a whole.  If 10 percent of the 
shippers changed suppliers as a result of a shift in operations to New Bedford, it would result 
in a reduction of the wholesale costs of goods sufficient to eliminate the increase in 
transportation costs 

 
In none of the scenarios developed to date has the SSA proposed eliminating freight service from 
its Hyannis or Woods Hole terminals.  Some other findings from these and other relevant reports 
include: 
 
• Nantucket-based shippers carried a total of $91.4 million worth of goods to Nantucket in 1997, 41 

percent of the value of all commodities shipped by the SSA to Nantucket.  In other words, over 
half the shipments through Hyannis do not involve Nantucket truckers.  Only 23 percent of the 
value of all commodities shipped to Nantucket are wholesaled on Cape Cod, meaning 77 percent 
of commodities by value originate off-Cape.  Less than 5 percent of the value of commodities 
shipped to Martha’s Vineyard are wholesaled on Cape Cod, and there are no major Martha’s 
Vineyard-based truckers serving that island. (see “Economic Value of Island Freight to 
Businesses in Hyannis,” for the SSA by FXM Associates, September, 1998). 

 
• The diversion of non-Nantucket shippers and non-Hyannis-based business freight to another port 

would, in the short run, provide additional reservation possibilities for Nantucket and Hyannis 
carriers.  In theory, this would enable them to run smaller trucks more frequently through the 
Hyannis port, a benefit to the residents of both Barnstable and Nantucket.  (FXM Associates 
memorandum to NP&EDC, January 4, 1999). 

 
• By equalizing freight fares between the ports of New Bedford, Woods Hole and Hyannis, the 

SSA could encourage shippers to use the off-Cape port at virtually no change in total costs to 
shippers – in the peak season, the reduction in travel time savings on the mainland through New 
Bedford are actually greater than the additional costs due to travel time by water from New 
Bedford.  Indeed, the SSA could adopt policies that effectively subsidize some of the cost of 
freight movements (to benefit island cost of goods) and recapture such costs by raising fares for 
summer passengers (see KJS and FXM Associates “Fare Elasticities and Policies Study” for the 
SSA, 1997) with no overall loss of revenue. 

 
• The current major shippers to Nantucket (including some large off-island based carriers) now 

have a virtual monopoly on the limited truck reservations available through Hyannis, at times that 
are cost effective to shippers.  The opening of a cost competitive New Bedford option will, under 
foreseeable rules of economic logic, facilitate competition and provide opportunities for lower 
cost transport services and lower potential wholesale prices to Nantucket.  A similar situation 
exists for service to Martha’s Vineyard, though more frequent vessel runs renders it less 
problematic at the present time. (FXM to NP&EDC, op. cit.) 
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Freight Ferry Service to Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket 
 
The major opportunity for a freight ferry terminal on the New Bedford waterfront is to provide 
service to Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket Islands.  As noted, recent studies have documented that 
the demand for freight shipments to and from the Islands exceeds the capacity of the current 
Steamship Authority terminals on Cape Cod, and that operational and legal constraints preclude the 
Steamship Authority from significantly increasing its freight carrying capacity over today’s levels. In 
addition, a 1997 survey of freight carriers found that roughly one-third of all Island-bound 
commercial trucks pass through or near New Bedford on their way to the SSA’s existing terminals in 
Hyannis and Woods Hole. Thus, the proposed ferry terminal on the State Pier is uniquely poised to 
capture a significant volume of freight traffic to the Islands. 
 
The Need for an Additional Port for Freight Service to the Islands 
 
Over the past two years, the Steamship Authority has publicly and thoroughly documented the need 
for a mainland port to serve growing demand for commercial freight trucks to and from Nantucket 
and Martha’s Vineyard Islands. Some key points from pertinent documents include: 
 
“Freight Survey Interim Report and Recommendations,” SSA Staff Summary, May 12, 1997 

 
Staff identified a shortfall in truck reservations (i.e., the gap between reservations requested 
and available capacity) on the Hyannis to Nantucket route of 13 to 26 percent in 1997. Traffic 
forecasts prepared by KJS Associates, Inc., indicate a continuing long-term growth trend of 2 
to 3 percent per year for freight trucks at least through 2005. Staff estimates a need for an 
additional 75 to 100 truck spaces per week to Nantucket. 
 
“The Steamship Authority does not have the mainland terminal capacity, and/or is 
constrained by other factors such as the general operating agreement restricting the number of 
freight trips per day out of Hyannis, to efficiently process the projected increase in demand 
for freight reservations.” 
 

“SSA Freight Survey Summary Report,” prepared by KJS Associates, Inc., and FXM 
Associates for the Steamship Authority, July 1997 

 
As of 1997, the Hyannis to Nantucket Island route has reached its practical capacity for 
trucks and there is a need for immediate short term relief. 
 
Freight demand is rapidly approaching the practical capacity of the service on the Woods 
Hole to Martha’s Vineyard Island routes, and trucks on this route will begin experiencing 
delays similar to those on the Nantucket route by the summer of year 2000. 

 
“Proposed SSA Strategic Business Plan,” SSA Staff Summary, August 14, 1997 
 

The Business Plan contained recommendations to lengthen all three freight boats (Katama, 
Gay Head and Sankaty) to roughly double their truck-carrying capacity. The schedule showed 
that the M/V Katama would be modified in 1998 (done), the M/V Gay Head in 1998 (now 
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scheduled for next year) and the M/V Sankaty in 2002 (now anticipated but not committed for 
2005 or 2006). Cost estimates range from $4.5 to $4.9 million per vessel. 

 
SSA Studies of A New Bedford Option 
 
In addition to documenting the need for an off-Cape freight facility, SSA studies have also identified 
New Bedford as the logical choice for such services, and have shown that the economic impacts of 
such services would be negligible.  Two studies of note are: 
 
“Mainland Freight Facility Analysis and Report,” SSA Staff Summary, November 13, 1997 
 

“Traffic forecasts, prepared earlier by KJS, projected an increase in freight volumes to both 
Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket on the order of 25 to 40 percent over the next ten years. 
Physical limitations at the existing terminals in Woods Hole and Hyannis will make it 
difficult if not impossible to accommodate this level of growth without severely impacting 
the quality of service offered to passenger and automobile traffic through these ports.” 

 
Staff reiterated that agreements between SSA and the Town of Barnstable limit the number of 
vessel trips in and out of Hyannis harbor, and that these limits will not allow the SSA to meet 
the projected demand for freight traffic to Nantucket. 
 
Staff evaluated 15 potential mainland port locations against 16 criteria. Staff’s conclusion 
was, “The New Bedford waterfront stands out as the only port suitable for a mainland freight 
facility serving Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket.” Staff did not recommend a specific site 
on the New Bedford waterfront, but indicated that the State Pier (and two other potential 
sites) “… could be modified relatively quickly and inexpensively by adding a transfer bridge 
and mooring dolphins to accommodate Steamship Authority vessels.” 
 

“New Bedford Economic Impact Study,” prepared by Cambridge Systematics, Inc., with TAMS 
Consultants, Inc., for the Steamship Authority, January 1999 
 

The purpose of this study was to calculate the consumer price impact of switching some or all 
of Island freight traffic to New Bedford, develop a model to estimate how much freight traffic 
would divert to New Bedford under various scenarios, and to define operational and cost data 
for New Bedford-based freight ferry service. 
 
The CSI study found that the increase in the retail price of goods sold on the islands would be 
less than 0.35 percent if one-third of all freight truck trips were shifted from the Cape to New 
Bedford. CSI also noted that the wholesale price of goods in New Bedford averages 2.9 
percent less than the statewide average for comparable goods, and that the shift to a New 
Bedford port may offset any increased ferry transport costs. 
 
The CSI study developed a set of unit cost factors (i.e., wage rates, fuel costs, etc.) that could 
be applied to analyses of other scenarios. 

 
Other Proposals by SSA 
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In addition to New Bedford, the SSA recently released a financial analysis of potential, high-side, 
gross estimated costs of three operating options for managing future freight growth to the Islands. 
[SSA press release, February 5, 1999.]  Although not identified as such by the SSA, we refer to these 
costs as “potential, high-side, gross” costs because they do not account for any freight revenues that 
might be generated by these options, costs that might be borne by others, opportunity costs of not 
providing adequate freight capacity to the Islands, nor costs that would be incurred by the SSA even 
without service from New Bedford. 
 
The SSA staff proposed five options for consideration by the SSA Board. Each of these options is 
listed below along with our comments on their ability to meet the growing demands for freight traffic 
to and from the Islands. 
 
Option 1. Make no substantive changes to existing operations: allow all freight traffic increases to be 
processed through Woods Hole and Hyannis terminals 

 
In reality, this is not a viable option.  Although lengthening the M/V Katama, M/V Gay 
Head, and M/V Sankaty will provide some additional freight capacity, operating agreements 
between the SSA and the town of Barnstable, and likely similar limitations on operating 
hours for the Woods Hole terminal, make it impossible for the SSA to meet the year 2005 
freight traffic forecasts with the existing terminals.  Thus, the need for “substantive changes 
to existing operations” is only a matter of time for the Steamship Authority. 
 

Option 2. Direct all special commodity freight to a New Bedford terminal.  A private operator for this 
service would be secured through a Request for Proposals and subsequent negotiations. 

 
“Special commodity freight” in this option refers to fuel, which largely originates in the 
Providence, RI, area, solid waste, and recyclables. However, these cargoes account for only 
about 15 percent of total freight truck volumes, and their diversion to New Bedford would not 
be sufficient to meet projected demand by 2005. 
 

Option 3. Direct all special commodity freight plus any freight volume increases above the 1997 
freight traffic levels for the period of May through September to a New Bedford Terminal. A private 
operator for this service would be secured through a Request for Proposals and subsequent 
negotiations. 

 
This option is not sufficiently defined for meaningful analysis. It is not possible to identify 
specific truck trips associated with “freight volume increases above the 1997 freight traffic 
levels.” 
 

Option 4. Direct all special commodity freight to a New Bedford terminal.  The SSA will realign one 
(1) existing vessel to this service and will operate the vessel. 

 
This option can be accommodated by the service scenario proposed in this report at 
substantially lower net incremental cost than estimated by the SSA. For example, there would 
be no reason to operate the service from New Bedford seven (7) days per week, and staffing 
levels and operating costs for the New Bedford would be significantly less than assumed by 
the SSA analysis.  In addition, there would not be any capital investment in a New Bedford 
terminal since these improvements have already been funded from other sources. 
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In essence, the only additional incremental costs associated with Option 4 would be costs of 
fuel for the longer trip from New Bedford to the Islands as opposed to operating out of 
Woods Hole or Hyannis, the cost of one terminal agent for two shifts each weekday in New 
Bedford, and the annual leasing costs for the State Pier facility. 
 

Option 5. Direct all special commodity freight plus any freight volume increases above the 1997 
freight traffic levels for the period of May through September to a New Bedford Terminal.  The SSA 
will realign one (1) existing vessel plus secure an additional vessel (this could be a used freight 
vessel) and will operate the vessels. 

 
Again, this option can be accommodated by the service scenario proposed in this report at 
substantially lower net incremental cost than estimated by SSA. For example, no new vessels 
would be needed to provide freight service from New Bedford through 2005. The M/V 
Sankaty and M/V Gay Head are already programmed for lengthening to increase their truck-
carrying capacity, and one or more existing vessels could be used for overnight runs between 
New Bedford and the Islands.  

 
Demand Analysis for a New Bedford Freight Ferry 
 
As indicated above, several studies prepared by both SSA staff and independent consultants have 
shown that freight ferry service out of New Bedford could relieve both near-term and long-term 
excess demand for truck reservations to and from the Islands. This section provides estimates of truck 
demand that could be diverted to a New Bedford terminal. 
 
Commodity Flow Patterns 
 
The 1997 Freight Study prepared by KJS/FXM Associates for the Steamship Authority analyzed SSA 
data on commercial truck reservations and actual trips, and conducted interviews with 115 shippers 
and trucking firms using SSA routes. These firms accounted for over 75% of all truck reservations 
requested for 1997, and provided detailed information on the origins, destinations, commodity types, 
and cargo values for freight to and from the Islands. 
 
Analysis of truck trip patterns indicated that 61% of freight carried to the Islands by the SSA could be 
captured by a new off-Cape terminal. The major freight origins and destinations were: 
 

• Cape Cod cities and towns – 21% of all truck trips (including trucks serving trans-shipment 
and freight consolidation facilities on the Cape) 

• Rhode Island – 16% 
• New Bedford and vicinity – 15%  
• Other Massachusetts – 37% 
 

The major commodities carried by the SSA in 1997 were: 
 

• Construction materials – 39% of total truck trips (15% of construction materials originate in 
the New Bedford/Fall River area, and another 15% come from Rhode Island) 

• Food – 27% of total (one-third of food cargoes pass through or near New Bedford on I-195 or 
I-495 on their way to the Cape ports) 
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• Fuel - 9% of total (virtually all of which comes from Providence, RI) 
 

In addition to freight statistics, the KJS/FXM study asked shippers what could be done to improve 
freight service by the SSA. Many shippers wanted more reservations and more sailings to provide 
increased flexibility and improved efficiency for using their trucks. Many truck operators and 
shippers complained about not being able to turn their trucks around to get more than one delivery per 
day with a truck and driver on an Island trip. Statistically, of the 115 shippers who completed the 
telephone interviews: 
 

• 42% wanted late night/early morning service to/from the Islands 
• 37% wanted more dedicated truck-only sailings 
• 33% wanted more truck reservations in both the summer and shoulder seasons 
• 26% asked for increased frequency of service. 

 
Several major food shippers placed a high priority on getting to the Islands as late in the evenings and 
early as possible in the mornings to re-stock grocery shelves and perishable items such as meats and 
vegetables. These shippers included: 
 

• A&P – serves both Islands from Brattleboro, VT 
• Cape Cod Express – serves both Islands from facilities in Wareham 
• Stop & Shop – serves Nantucket from distribution centers in Connecticut and Springfield 

 
Freight Diversion Model 
 
For the 1999 New Bedford Freight Economic Impact Study, CSI developed a detailed freight 
diversion model based on the data collected by KJS/FXM from shippers and their own detailed 
analysis of transport costs by various overland and overwater routings. Using readily available data, 
this model quantified and compared the transport costs associated with freight origins and 
destinations from the KJS/FXM survey via New Bedford, Hyannis, and Woods Hole to the Islands. 
The cost factors included in the model were:  
 

• mainland transport – overland travel times to the ports via the freeway and arterial road 
system valued at an average of $65 per operating hour 

• waiting time – assumed 30 to 45 minutes waiting and processing time at $55 per hour ($10 
per hour reduction for fuel savings) 

• ferry fare – used an average fare for a 45-foot truck which varied by summer, winter, and 
shoulder seasons; waste shipments receive a 50% discount per SSA policy 

• water travel time – time the truck spends on the vessel between ports at $55 per hour 
• unloading and delivery time – time spent on the Islands delivering goods 
• backhaul costs – cost of returning empty truck to either its origin or a company distribution 

terminal; includes both travel times and ferry fares for return trip 
 
Among other things, CSI’s model confirmed KJS/FXM’s earlier conclusion that freight traffic would 
not readily divert to an off-Cape port unless the fares to the Islands were the same from both the 
mainland and existing on-Cape terminals.  (that is, the SSA ferry truck fare to Martha’s Vineyard or 
Nantucket would be the same from either New Bedford, or the Cape [Woods Hole or Hyannis, 
respectively]). 
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Diversion Estimates for New Bedford Freight Ferry 
 
For this study, KJS/FXM reviewed CSI’s model data and adjusted the outputs to account for the 
levels of accuracy and variations in travel times, representative average fares, and truck operating 
costs. Assuming a range of accuracy of plus or minus five percent in the data, year-round operations 
to the Islands from New Bedford could attract 38 percent of trucks to Martha’s Vineyard and 58 
percent of freight shipments to Nantucket. For Martha’s Vineyard, the principal commodities would 
be fuel, construction materials, food, and other goods.  For Nantucket, the principal cargoes would be 
construction materials, food, fuel, and miscellaneous freight. 
 
There have been questions raised in the press about the viability of refrigerated food shipments to 
Nantucket due to the fact that trucks cannot run their engines during the ferry trip. Although some 
previous generation refrigerated trailers (“reefers”) relied on power from the truck cab, virtually all of 
today’s reefers have independently powered compressors for cooling that operate on-demand to 
maintain the desired temperature in the trailer. Thus, the sailing time to Nantucket from New Bedford 
will not limit the ability of reefers to use the service. 
 
Table 1 summarizes the annual freight movements for each Island with a New Bedford terminal 
option added to the existing terminals.  Translating the annual estimates to a daily basis yields a 
demand for up to 32 truck round trips to Martha’s Vineyard and 23 truck round trips to Nantucket 
through a New Bedford terminal, assuming equal fares between New Bedford and the Cape ports. 
 

Table 1  Summary of Diversion Analysis for New Bedford Terminal (1997 Freight Survey) 
Martha’s Vineyard 

 Woods Hole Cheaper New Bedford Cheaper Totals 
 WH Trips** WH Value NB Trips** NB Value Trips** Value 
Food 3,284 $87,057,000 1,794 $40,950,000 5,078 $128,007,000 
% of category 65% 68% 35% 32% 30% 40% 
Fuel 156 $1,014,000 1,564 $14,953,000 1,720 $15,967,000 
% of category 9% 6% 91% 94% 10% 5% 
Construction 3,253 $100,525,000 1,786 $21,230,000 5,039 $121,755,000 
% of category 65% 83% 35% 17% 30% 38% 
Waste 1,414 $1,791,400 52 $52,000 1,466 $1,843,400 
% of category 96% 97% 4% 3% 9% 1% 
Other 2,508 $38,937,000 1,186 $15,265,000 3,694 $54,202,000 
% of category 68% 72% 32% 28% 22% 17% 
Total 10,615 $229,324,400 6,382 $92,450,000 16,997 $321,774,400 
 62% 71% 38% 29% 100% 100% 

Nantucket 
 Hyannis Cheaper New Bedford Cheaper Totals 
 HY Trips** HY Value NB Trips** NB Value Trips** Value 
Food 698 $19,197,000 1,857 $55,905,000 2,555 $75,102,000 
% of category 27% 26% 73% 74% 21% 30% 
Fuel 0 $0 968 $10,852,000 968 $10,852,000 
% of category 0% 0% 100% 100% 8% 4% 
Construction 2,888 $42,951,000 2,498 $42,200,000 5,386 $85,151,000 
% of category 54% 50% 46% 50% 45% 34% 
Waste 65 $65,000 104 $104,000 169 $169,000 
% of category 38% 38% 62% 62% 1% 0% 
Other 1,397 $62,304,400 1,409 $18,310,000 2,806 $80,614,400 
% of category 50% 77% 50% 23% 24% 32% 
Total 5,048 $124,517,400 6,836 $127,371,000 11,884 $251,888,400 
 42% 49% 58% 51% 100% 100% 
* Revenue = fares to SSA (one-way times 2) 
** Trips are round trips; trucks carried = “trips” times 2 
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The diversion estimates from the CSI model are based on three simplifying assumptions:  (1) all 
cargoes that travel TO the Islands from New Bedford RETURN to New Bedford; (2) ferry runs are 
scheduled at desirable times and provide reasonably efficient return times to the mainland; and (3) if 
total transport costs via New Bedford were less than or within five percent (5%) of transport costs via 
a Cape port, the trips were assigned to New Bedford.  The first two assumptions were used because 
exact ferry schedules and delivery assignments are unknown, and the third assumption reflects the 
level of accuracy in the data, direct freeway access to the New Bedford terminal, the absence of 
private vehicles at the truck-only terminal, and the convenience of providing overnight/early morning 
service from New Bedford (see below).  
 
The estimates in Table 1 were further refined to a daily level from the KJS/FXM shippers survey 
database.  In the survey, shippers were asked how many reservations per week they requested in each 
of the four seasons. Most shippers did not vary their trips significantly between shoulder and summer 
seasons, but the weekly winter trips were about 30 percent fewer than in the summer. These weekly 
reservations were divided by five (5) to convert to estimated daily truck trips. Table 2 presents 
estimated daily demand for truck trips for a New Bedford terminal in the winter and summer seasons. 
These trip values are round trips, so the actual volume of trucks carried would be double the number 
in the table. 
 
Interestingly, the total number of daily truck trips to each Island were equal in each season, although 
they varied by category. However, these are relatively small numbers and the results are affected by 
rounding across the six categories. Since the expanded freight boats have a capacity of 11 to 15 
trucks, depending upon the sizes of the individual trucks, the important conclusion to be drawn from 
Table 2 is that the current demand which could reasonably divert to a New Bedford terminal is 
roughly two vessel round trips per day (i.e., 22 to 30 truck round trips). 
 

Table 2  Daily Truck Trips to the Islands from New Bedford 
 Martha’s Vineyard Nantucket Total 
Commodity Winter Summer Winter Summer Winter Summer 
Food 4 11 4 10 8 21 
Fuel 7 6 4 3 11 9 
Construction materials 6 8 7 12 13 20 
Waste & recyclables 1 1 1 1 2 2 
All other cargoes 4 6 6 6 10 12 
TOTAL 22 32 22 32 44 64 

 
Operating Scenario 
 
There are a variety of possible freight ferry service options between New Bedford and the Islands. 
The analysis presented herein is based on what we believe to be a set of reasonable, efficient, and cost 
effective assumptions concerning vessels, costs, fares, times, and frequencies. Other scenarios may be 
more or less efficient or cost-effective, but the scenario used in this analysis appears fully achievable 
in the short run and offers possibilities for improvements as operating experience is gained by all 
parties.  
 
Basic Assumptions 
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The principal operating assumptions for a New Bedford ferry operation are listed in Table 3. The two 
basic assumptions are that the service would operate on weekdays only, and that no new vessels 
would be required to provide two round trips per day to each Island.  
 
The KJS/FXM 1997 Freight Survey for the SSA found that there is virtually no demand for 
commercial truck reservations to the Islands on Saturdays and Sundays, even in the peak summer 
months. In addition, the most requested truck reservation times were the early morning runs TO the 
islands, mid-day runs in both directions, and evening runs FROM the islands to the Cape. Therefore, 
freight service from New Bedford should only operate five (5) days per week (M-F) and concentrate 
on delivering freight trucks at the Island terminals at 6 AM each weekday morning.   
While there are a variety of possible schedules for New Bedford service using the existing SSA fleet, 
Figure 1 shows one viable schedule.  This scenario takes advantage of an existing freight boat that 
would otherwise lie idle overnight to provide one early morning round trip to Nantucket. It also 
converts the SSA’s spare vessel into revenue service with two round trips to Martha’s Vineyard and a 
second round trip to Nantucket. Thus, this scheme provides two round trips daily to each island. 
 

Table 3  Operating Assumptions for Freight Ferry Service to Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket 
Assumption Discussion 
No new vessels required Analysis of 1999 freight schedules shows that one existing vessel 

can be re-assigned from stand-by status and one vessel on the 
Hyannis-Nantucket run can make an overnight trip between New 
Bedford and Nantucket when it would otherwise be tied up. 

Weekday service only The 1997 Freight Survey found that demand for weekend freight 
reservations was virtually nil. 

Vessel load, unload, & travel times Per the 1999 CSI study 
Vessel speed 13 to 14 knots per CSI study 
Vessel type Expanded M/V Katama-class freight boat 

 
Figure 1  Potential Schedule for Dedicated plus Extra Shift Vessel 
Terminal 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Hyannis 7:00pm      
Nantucket 9:00pm 9:30pm     
New Bedford  1:30am 2:00am    
Nantucket   6:00am 6:30am   
Hyannis    8:30am   
Nantucket     1:00pm 1:30pm 
New Bedford 9:30pm      
Vineyard 11:30pm 12:00am     
New Bedford  2:15am 4:00am 8:30am 9:00am 5:30pm 
Vineyard   6:00am 6:30am   

 
The sailing times shown in Figure 1 are based on rounded values from the CSI study, and are 
generous sailing schedules for each leg of the trip.  It is likely that these sailing times could be 
shortened if desired to meet particular vessel scheduling requirements. 
 
Operating Costs 
 
Based on the sailing schedule in Figure 1 and assumed vessel assignments, estimates of incremental 
operating costs for a New Bedford freight route were prepared. Unit costs and crew requirements 
were based on published SSA data, and terminal staffing and operations followed standard procedures 
at other low volume ferry terminals. The key operating cost assumptions are shown in Table 4. 
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The incremental costs of operating the illustrative service shown in Figure 1 is essentially the cost of 
a third crew shift on one vessel, and two crew shifts covering a 20-hour day on the second vessel.  
Vessel staffing and hourly rates are derived from the CSI study; given the built-in assumption of 30 
percent overtime in the CSI analysis, there may be some labor cost savings on the first two shifts on 
the vessel in extended service from the Nantucket run if a third shift is added to the boat.  
Operating costs for the New Bedford ferry terminal assume a minimum staffing arrangement similar 
to that used at low volume terminals for Washington State Ferries. Docking and traffic control 
(unloading and loading traffic direction) would be performed by vessel crew members. Only a 
terminal agent/ticket taker would be needed on the dock to process trucks as they arrive. General dock 
management, security, and maintenance activities would be shared with other tenants of the State 
Pier, and the Pier would be managed by the City of New Bedford’s Harbor Development 
Commission. 
 

Table 4  Operating Cost Assumptions  
Assumption Discussion 
Vessel crewing and wage rates Per February 5, 1999 SSA press release 
Vessel operating costs Pro-rated costs form above press release and 1999 

CSI study 
Crew overtime 30% of base salary 
Terminal staffing Staffing based on minimum level operations at low 

volume terminals at Washington State Ferries 
Terminal staff wage rates and operating costs Wage rates per above press release; operating costs 

pro-rated from CSI and press release estimates 
Terminal support and management costs Management and support functions provided by City of 

New Bedford staff with allocation of costs to various 
users including the ferry terminal operator; almost all 
such functions would be carried out by existing city 
staff with little new incremental costs. 

Terminal facility capital costs Capital costs of transfer bridge and on-dock facilities 
would be paid for by existing construction grant; no 
capital costs for terminal to SSA 

 
Total operating costs 
 
As shown in Table 5, the total annual operating expenses would be about $2.8 million per year for 
year-round weekday service to New Bedford. For planning purposes, a rounded value of $3 million 
per year should be assumed.  It is important to note that these expenses provide additional truck 
capacity to the Islands that, according to SSA documents, could not be provided from existing ports. 
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Table 5  Estimated Operating Expenses 
Vessel Operating Expenses (260 days/year) $2,551,167 
     Crewing Total Wages     $1,408,000 
 Captain $31.21 1 90 $146,063  
 Pilot/Mate $25.91 1 90 $121,259  
 Chief Engineer $31.64 1 90 $148,075  
 Oiler $18.15 1 90 $84,942  
 Able Seaman $17.76 2 90 $166,234  
 Ordinary 

Seaman 
$15.72 1 90 $73,570  

 Cook $18.80 1 90 $87,984  
 Base Wage  8  $828,126  
 Overtime   30% $248,438  
 Fringe   40% $331,250  
     Fuel  $75.00  90  $351,000 
     Extended vessel operating expenses 40  $700,167 
     Allocated Costs     $92,000 
 Maintenance    $27,000  
 Insurance    $0  
 All other    $65,000  
       
Terminal Operating Expenses (260 days/year) $231,000 
     State Pier Management   25%  $27,000 
 Pier Manager   50% $20,000  
 Security   50% $43,800  
 Pier Maintenance   $20,800  
 Fringe   30% $25,380  
     Ferry Terminal Operations 100%  $204,000 
 Agent $17 3 40 hrs. $106,080  
 Dock Worker $15 0 0 $0  
 Fringe   40% $42,432  
 Utilities    $30,000  
 Slip Maintenance   $25,000  
Total Operating Expenses $2,782,167 
Vessel scenario – one extra overnight run Nan-NB-Nan; one spare vessel used for NB-
MV and NB-Nan service 

 
Revenues 
 
In addition to incurring operating costs, freight service out of New Bedford will also generate 
revenues. As noted above under costs, the revenues generated by New Bedford service could not be 
generated from existing ports under current SSA operating restrictions with existing vessels. 
Therefore, they would largely be new revenues to the Steamship Authority. The assumptions for 
operating revenues are listed in Table 6. 
 
Revenues attributable to New Bedford were calculated to be about $3.0 million as shown in Table 7.  
This estimate is based on the average fare per one-way trip from the analysis of diverted freight 
movements from the CSI freight model, the capacity of the expanded freight vessels, and the assumed 
load factor of 90 percent of capacity. This latter assumption appears reasonable since the estimated 
demand for freight to the Island exceeds the start-up scenario. 
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Coincidentally, the estimated fare revenue for New Bedford approximately equals the estimated 
annual operating costs for the proposed service.  Thus, the New Bedford service would essentially 
break-even for the Steamship Authority within the level of accuracy of the available data on demand 
and operating costs. 
 

Table 6  Revenue Assumptions  
Assumption Discussion 
Truck spaces provided Two round-trips daily to Martha’s Vineyard and two 

round trips daily to Nantucket by Katama-class freight 
boat 

Average vessel load factor Assumed 90% of all available truck spaces sold; based 
on existing load factors to Martha’s Vineyard 

Posted truck fares Equal fares to/from Islands for both New Bedford and 
Cape ports 

Average revenue per truck Average of total round-trip fares to each island divided 
by the number of trucks to each island from the 1999 
CSI model 

 
Table 7  Estimated Annual Revenues for New Bedford Terminal 
Route Martha’s Vineyard Nantucket 
Ferry trips per day 2 2 
Truck capacity 14 14 
Percent loaded 85% 85% 
Average fare $95 $135 
Daily revenue $4,522 $6,426 
Days per year 260 260 
Annual revenues $1,175,720 $1,670,760 
Total annual revenue $2,846,480 

 
A simplified view of incremental costs 
 
As with any estimate of future travel demand and operating costs, there are many variables and 
assumptions which influence the results, and each has its own range of probable values. A simpler 
way of looking at the proposed New Bedford freight ferry service may help explain why the 
incremental cost of such service to the Steamship Authority would be virtually nil. 
 
1. Several studies have documented that the demand for freight reservations exceeds the current 

capacity of the SSA’s services on the Nantucket route and is rapidly approaching capacity on the 
Martha’s Vineyard routes. Growing demand for freight travel will far exceed the SSA’s freight 
capacity by year 2005 from existing ports under any viable operating scenario.  

 
2. This unmet demand generates no revenue for the SSA. 
 
3. The only ways to provide additional freight capacity to the Islands is to run more trips with 

existing boats, including the planned improvements to the M/V Sankaty and M/V Gay Head, 
purchase new boats with even larger vehicle capacities, or retrofit existing vessels to carry more 
trucks at the expense of carrying fewer automobiles. Any of these scenarios means adding a crew 
shift for one or more of the freight boats, and activating the “stand-by” freight boat. These crew 
costs will be roughly the same whether the vessels operate out of New Bedford or Cape ports. 
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4. However, agreements with Barnstable and Falmouth appear to limit the operating hours and/or 
number of daily ferry runs out of Hyannis and Woods Hole. Thus, it does not appear that the SSA 
can politically increase freight capacity through its existing Cape ports.  

 
5. If the SSA does not add freight runs from Cape ports, it does not incur additional costs, but 

neither does it generate more freight revenues, nor does it meet the growing demand on the 
Islands for goods and services from the mainland.  

 
6. As noted in #3 above, crew costs would be the about same from New Bedford or Cape ports. 

Therefore, the only additional incremental operating costs to the Steamship Authority of 
providing additional freight capacity via New Bedford would be extra fuel costs for the longer 
trip, and some operating costs for the New Bedford terminal. The terminal could be run by a 
single agent on each shift. 

 
7. A New Bedford freight ferry would generate new revenues to the Steamship Authority, which 

would roughly offset the added operating costs. These revenues would not be obtained by the 
SSA because it could not provide these truck spaces from existing Cape ports. 
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